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Young Eagles '94
McKinney was the site of this years National Young
Eagles Day for Chapter 168. A big thanks goes out to
Gery) Mortensen, Vern Williams and all those who both
organized and flew the Young Eagles. All totalled, 38 kids
had the opportunity to fly with some of Chapter 168's
finest. Mel Asberry introduced each child to the aircraft
basics by doing a simulated pre-flight inspection, then it
was off to the races. As each aircraft taxied down the ramp,
all I could see were huge grins. The kids were smiling too.
It was hard to tell who was having more fun, the kids or
the pilots. Nice job folks! (See more photos on Page 9)

Location of July 5th Meeting Has Been Moved-See Page 10 for Directions!
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July 9th Fly-in
The July 9th Fly-in will be held at Hurn Private
airport, hosted by Bill and Mary Hurn. The Chapter
will provide the usual plates, utensils, hotdogs, and
drinks. From 10 am to 2 pm. The field is at 555 MSL,
2000' paved, shown on current DFW Sectional and
DFW Terminal Area Charts, location is approximately
32° 23.6' N and 96° 46.7' W.
Call Bill at 214-937-5580 for further details.~
Due to circumstances beyond your Newsletter
Editor's control, there will be no map this
month. The following are directions taken
directly from the cocktail napkin on which the
Fly-in map was submitted to me.

Take 35E south, exit 403, take 287 south to
exit 878-879, go to stop sign, turn left, will
be 2.1 miles on right.
Good luck! Hope to see you there.

Next time you see Owen Bruce, slap him on the
back real hard, compliment him on his straw hat, tell
him his Luscombe
looks nice and
shiny this year, and •
congratulate him
on the recent milestone he reached.
June 17th was the
50th anniversary
of his first solo.
Nice going Owen!

July Calendar
July 5: Regular Meeting
Farmers Branch Manske Library, 6:30 pm-8:45 pm

July 9: Fly-in Kittyhawk Airport
July 14: Directors Meeting
Farmers Branch Manske Library, 7:00 pm-8:45 pm

July Z6: Hangar Echoes Assembly

July 5th Meeting

Director's Meeting, 8/1 8/94

Please Note: The Regular Meeting will now be held
at the Farmers Branch Manske Library. See the new
location on the map below. We will be using the
library for the next two regular meetings. Our meeting
this month will feature Tom Meyer. He will present
some slides and videos of his aviation adventures.
Better known for his original aircraft "Little Toot", he
will also discuss the history of that aircraft and his
current efforts to market plans, etc. ~
Beltllne Road
Valwood Pkwv.
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~ Discussed the content and completed a survey for
EAA National. National is attempting to get a better
profile of existing chapters' operations, make-up, and
activities.
~ Discussed United States Postal Service delays in
mailing newsletters.
~ Possible Fly-in sites for August discussed. Terrell
and the "Silent Wing Museum" to be checked on as
the primary site.
~ Chapter purchased 25 calendars from National.
~ Treasurer discussed buying new hats to replace our
depleted inventory of blue ones.
~ Don Christiansen graciously volunteered a ride in
his RV-4 for the July meeting door prize.
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New
Location
Vallev View

635-LBJ

Farmers Branch Manske Library, corner of Webb Chapel Rd and
Golfing Green Dr. First Tuesday of each month, 6:30 - 8:45 pm.

Hangar Echoes Assembly
The Hangar Echoes assembly will be held
July 26th at the home of Cindy and Boyd Goldman,
2406 Linestone Lane, Garland, 530-8068,
starting at 7:00 pm. Boyd has an RV-6 in progress.
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Aletter From The President...
Dear Fellow Members,
It was nice to finally be able_ to attend a Chapter 168 Fly-in again. For the last several
months I had managed to be elsewhere during the Fly-ins because of either personal or
Chapter business. We had an excellent turnout for the June 11th Fly-in and Summer
Picnic at Kitty Hawk hosted by Anita and Jim Rushing. Twenty planes were in attendance,
providing a nice variety. We all had a nice picnic lunch, and were just finishing up when
someone mentioned the thunderstorm coming from the Northwest. Well, before you knew
it the planes went home, and we were cleaned up in record time. I would like to thank
Chris and Bob Miller for returning the Chapter 168 trailer to its Air Park parking place.
Prior to attending the Chapter 168 Fly-in on June 11th, we held a Young Eagles rally
at McKinney Municipal airport. A number of Chapter pilots and airplanes very efficiently
gave rides to about 37 youngsters. It was hard to tell who was more enthusiastic, the pilots
or the Young Eagles. Many thanks to both Geryl Mortensen and Vern Williams who very
ably organized the event, and our Chapter Pilots who donated their time and airplanes.
I know we were able to pass on some of the joys of General and Sport Aviation to a
number of youngsters.
During the June 7th Meeting, the recipient of the 1993 Richard Gardner Memorial
Award for Technical Excellence was announced. The award went to Ann and Mel Asberry
for their RV-6, N 168TX. The judging panel, made up of our Chapter Technical
Counselors except for Mel, had a very difficult time making the selection from among
this excellent group of nominated Chapter aircraft. Each one is a wonderful example of
its type. I would like to thank Owen Bruce, Steve Marchand, and Brownie Seals for very
generously donating their time to judging the nominated aircraft.
As part of our ongoing door prize program during the Chapter Meetings,
Don Christiansen has donated a ride in his RV-4 to be awarded at the July Meeting.
For safety reasons, primarily aft CG loading in this case, Don will not be able to give a
ride to anyone over 200 pounds or taller than 6' 2". That still leaves most of us eligible.
Good luck in the drawing.
As you may have noticed, our July Fly-in will be at a new location. Mary and Bill Hurn
have graciously agreed to host the event at their private airport, which has a 2000' hard
surface runway. It is located just East of Waxahachie, and is shown on the current DFW
Sectional and TCA charts as Hurn {Pvt.). I am looking forward to visiting their airport.
Even though the summer is just beginning, it is not too early to think about hotel
reservations for the 1994 Southwest Regional Fly-in at Kerrville, Texas on October 14-16.
I will have information on Kerrville hotels available at the July Meeting in the back of the
room. In addition, we will have Kerrville '94 posters in the back of the room for members
to post at local airports.
Let's keep building and restoring, so we can keep them, and us, flying.
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Do It Yoursell
Navigation
B Y RYA N " BROW NIE" SEALS

If ~our GP~ (LoranNOR or whatever electronic gadget)
qmts workmg, can you get safely to your destination?
In todays flight training environment it is so easy to
become an electronic navigation junkie. The airline
oriented flight instructors are anxious to practice for
the heavy airline kind of flying, so it becomes an
instinctive motivation to teach flight students a lot of
dependence on the "gauges".
I learned to fly (and navigate) in a plane that had
no radio and no gyroscopic instruments. Navigation
was guided by a wet compass, a chart and my wrist
watch. All other position determination was done by
"pilotage". Later when I flew my no-nav-equipment
one place Pitts on many 1000 mile cross countries, it
was a real comfort to know I could depend on pilotage
to get me where I wanted to be, safely and dependably.
Some years ago I had a friend who listened to
my fun flying tales and decided to learn to fly. He
signed on with a flight school and learned to fly and
to navigate by VOR (at that time the latest and best
nav system). He completed his training and bought an
airplane which he used in his business. One day he

flew from Dallas to El Paso on business. Having
completed his work late in the day he set out to fly
back home. After some time with the needle centered
he expected an airport to show up ahead. When no
airport came in sight he began further checks to find
that the VOR was"dead". Now he realized that he had
no idea where he might be and no real way to determine where he was. He had not learned or practiced
"Pilotage", so had little experience at reading the
chart and no practice at following terrain features.
By now he was low on fuel, lost and frightened. His
Hi~her Power was smiling on him that night-quite by
accident he stumbled on to an airport-landed, parked
the plane and took the bus home. Not long after he
sold the plane and gave up flying. i-Iad he been taught
and learned pilotage he would still be enjoying the
fun of flight today.
Pilotage is looking out the window. With pilotage
we can compare what we see with what the chart
shows and know exactly where we are and which way
we are going. It's no big trick, but it requires that we
learn to read a chart and practice comparing what we
see to the symbols on the chart. Sometimes it is wise
to plan a route that offers easily identified landmarks.
Sometimes it requires that we practice a little time
and heading flight to get across an area with no good
landmarks. A well planned mixture of Pilotage and
Dead Reckoning is a safe and certain way to get from
"A" to "B" with no fear of equipment or battery
failure. As long as you are alive and alert you have a
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comfortable knowledge of your location. Your life is
not dependent on the functioning of some electronic
device.
The moral of this tale is-learn pilotage. Plan
your trips to use pilotage. In the beginning you can
use the black boxes for checks to see if you really are
where you think you are. But practice more and more
to depend on looking out and reading charts. It can be
a fun game. And it can be a life saver one day. Any
one with a ticket has at one time learned the basics of
navigation by pilotage. So you can practice this one
without having to hire a chaperon.
As I have said before-the added confidence
will add pleasure and comfort to all your flying. The
looking out will add to the pleasure of being airborne,
and who knows, you might see the other traffic and
avoid a mid-air.
Pilotage is just another way to put the fun back
in sport flying. Try it, I think you will like it.
Again-for the record-I have an IFR ticket with a
bunch of wet hours in the log. I was the designer of
the first 360 channel VHF transmitter to go into
Airline service, participated in the tests of early area
navigation electronics, taught use and maintenance
of loran equipment and was involved in early
applications of GPS. I am, therefore, well acquainted
with the benefits AND risks of electronic navigation.
With that background, I still do my fun flying by
Pilotage.
On a slightly different tack-we have all noted
the continuing decrease in small airplane activity.
An article I saw the other day identified some of the
causes. I summarize the gist of it here.
Aviation suffers from a self inflicted series of
destructive conditions. These troublesome forces
combine to cause serious damage. They are based on
the inherent fear of flying most people feel. The fear
and mystery of flight is exploited by the Congress to
spend large amounts of money in the name of safety.
The Bureaucracy (FAA) uses this fear and mystery to
saddle any who wish to fly with debilitating regulations.
The Airlines/ Airline pilots associations complete the
list of fear and mystery promoters who elicit more
regulations and more expenditures for airports and
equipment. Aided by the Media, they continue to
promote the fear and mystery in order to maintain
their position of power and to continue to exploit
gullible governments into making larger expenditures.
One of the by-product results of this is the growing
and continuing pressure to keep the Fun Flyers from
getting in the way or dispelling the fear and mystery.
Let's dispel the mystery. Go Fly. Fly for fun and
let those around you know it is neither dangerous nor
mysterious. ~

Airplanes
Instruments
Engines
Radios

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.
320 F.M. 1885 E.
WEATHERFORD, TX 76086
BOBBY OSBORN

817 -682-4220

Aircraft Retrieval
Damaged Aircraft Storage

Used Parts
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft

(214) 227-1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214) 227-6176

Stephen Smith

FINA

presents:

Jan Collmer
Aerobatics
Pitts S2B

low level Aero Performance
• Torque Rolls
• Tail Slides
• Snap roll on take off
and final approach
A Real Crowd Pleaser

0

Jan Collmer
14368 Proton Road

Onllas, TX 75:?.44
(214) 233-1589
Fax (214) 23.1··0481

(214) 840-1400 BUSINESS
(214) 864-0346 FAX
(214) 494-4153 RESIDENCE

BILL WISLEY
Sales Associ ale

COLDWELL BANKER
APEX, REALTORS(li)
3001 S. FIFTH
GARLAND. TX 750~ 1
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CHAPTER

168

MEMBER

Name: Sue Ross-Whitesell
Born: September 3, 1957, Los Angeles, California
Occupation: Environmental Engineer, Texas Instruments
Ratings: Private, SEL
Home Airport: Air Park
First Solo: 1979 in Cessna 150
Currently Building: Viking Helicopter
Most Memorable Right: Mr. Baker, who lived down the dirt
road from my grandparent's farm in Pennsylvania had built
a grass strip that summer, and "hangared" his Piper Arrow
in his barn. I begged, pleaded, threatened, and eventually
blackmailed my father to take me over and see if I could
have a ride. I think Mr. Baker thought
I was just "cover" for my father
wanting a ride, but since
dad had no interest in
aviation, he sat in back
and I got to ride in the
right seat. It was a
beautiful summer
day, with the fields
full of the almost
ready to be mowed
hay. We flew over
my grandparents'
farm, counted the
cows, waved to grandpa
on his tractor and
grandma in the garden.
It was my first airplane
ride. I became a pilot ten
years later.

PROFILE

Most Important Issue lacing general aviation today:
While Young Eagles and similar programs are worthwhile and necessary activities to produce pilots ten years
from now, there are not enough people in aviation today.
We need to sustain the sport to ensure there will be a
future in aviation for those Young Eagles. We need not
only market to young people, but those people who
could be pilots now.
So how do we get more pilots, NOW? An analogy can
be drawn from automobile marketing. More than ten
years or so ago, auto sales marketed almost exclusively
to men. If a woman went into a dealership by herself, she
:,vas largely ignored; if she went in with a male, she was
ignored. In the 1980's market surveys surprised many in
the auto industry-women greatly influenced the actual
purchase, not just color and options. U.S . automakers
now have specific marketing campaigns targeted just
to females, and their sales have responded.

,t

I sincerely believe that if we marketed the benefits
··. of owning and flying to women then there will be
: more pilots-both men and women. So many of the
men I meet say they would learn to fly, buy and
airplane, build, etc., if only their wife would let
them. These men attend EAA alone, fly alone,
hang out at airports alone, or are discouraged from
doing any of this, and either stop flying or never
become a pilot. I participate in outreach programs to
keep girls interested in math and science. The most
. important thing we have learned from these programs
1s that you need to tailor the activities and method of
learning to girls specifically. Men and women have
different motivations and learn in different ways. For a
program to be effective, it must be tailored to
the audience.
. Hollywood, the media, and we pilots
·· •·. have cultivated the image that pilots
· are stronger, braver, more macho,
smarter, and better looking than
other mere mortals. While men
see this as a challenge,
stronger, braver, and more
macho does not appeal to
women. We all know why
WE fly, but those reasons
have not been effectively
communicated to the
non-flying public.
Those real reasons
are exactly the right
· reasons why women
would enjoy aviation,
whether or not as the pilot.
~
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TECHNICAL

CORNER

AFriend In limes 01 Need

BY OwEN BRUCE

Every builder of a homebuilt airplane needs sources of
information not contained in your plans for plans-built
aircraft, or in your Kits' construction/ assembly manual.
You need to have access to the needed information at
anytime you may be working on your project, or when
studying the solution to a problem. Most of you don't
want to call some friend at 2:30 am to discuss a solution
to the challenge.
Tony Bingelis of Austin, TX is a MASTER BUILDER
who has built and flown about six homebuilts. He has
built airplanes of tube and fabric, all wood, all metal,
and composite construction. Over the years he has
documented problems and solutions into three
The books are:

Sportplane Bullder. This is 320 pages of tips,
ideas and methods to make your project go together
safely and correctly.

Firewall Forward. Much information is contained
in the 304 pages of this book. It covers all you need to
know to produce a safe and neat "Engine Room" for
your plane.

Sportplane Construction Techniques.
A builders handbook of 350 pages. A multitude of
to many times.

These books are available from
EAA-Oshkosh. See page 73 of
June 1994 EAA Sport Aviation
ordering information.
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Richard Gardner Memorial Award

Presented at the June 7th Meeting
Owen Bruce slowly sauntered up to the podium Tuesday
evening and bestowed the highly coveted Richard Gardner
Memorial Award upon the Asberrys.
After scrutinizing all four aircraft the technical
counselor; finally came to the conclusion that the Asberry
RV-6 embodied the level of impeccable craftsmanship which
Richard Gardner was noted for. "The decision wasn ' t an easy
one. It was probably the most difficult decision I've ever
made," remarked Owen.

,
BELA'S AIRCRAFT

Each aircraft was of a radically different type of construction
which made it difficult to compare one another. Dale Brooks'
Blicker is a traditional tube and fabric aircraft, Les Palmers
KR-2 is built around a wood structure while Pete Huffs White
Lightning is a high-tech composite employing all the latest
technology . Probably the only true comparison you can make
is the fact that each airplane is capable of breaking the surly
bonds of earth.
Each nominee is to be commended for both their
craftsmanship and dedication . In my eyes there are no losers
in this bunch. I scrutinized each airplane from a less technical
standpoint while writing the articles and was astounded by
the beauty of these sparkling examples of craftsmanship. ·
Shoot, I think I' 11 head on down to the 7-11 and buy some
more Lottery tickets. ~

AVT ENGINEERING CO. •
HURST. TEXAS 76054

•""

ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP
F.A.A. CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1R479K
2711 BROOKFIELD
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235

BELA AMBRUS
ENGINE SPECIALIST

214/351·1172

41

RAYMOND MORT, P.E.
Registered Engineer

324 Hillview Drive
Hurst, Texas 76054

Bus. (817) 282-6940
FAX(817)282-6969

FRED ZIMRING
EAA Legal Advisory Council

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT
Rentals Include J3 Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas .... Metro 817-321-6226

Zimring & Langley, P.C.
Office Alpha
13140 Coit Rd., Suite 203
Dallas, TX 75240
(214) 437-3700

EAA
EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903·3086
(414) 426-4800
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(214) 637-3598

George Carroll

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY
7204 PARWELK
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

~

RUTHIE'S

)WINDSOCK CAFE)

Breakfast, Lunch And Daily Specials-Homemade Pies &Cobblers
Hours: Mon-Fri 8-2
AERO COUNTRY
Sat-Sun 8-5
Closed Tuesday
AIRPORT TX05
214-347-3077

ProSource..
Wholesale Floorcoverings

Red Marron
3235 Skylane
Suite 125
Carrollton, Texas 75006

(214) 250-4040
Fax(214)250-6615

E-V-~
Portable Batteries

Replacement Lighting

Magnetic Media-Tapes

Don H. Webb
1350 East Arapaho, Suite #126
Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 231-5351
FAX: (214) 231-2269
1-800-776-5267
Elect-A-Van Service, Inc.
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Location of July Meeting
has Been Changed 111
The July 5th Meeting to be held at Farmers Branch
Library, NW corner of Webbs Chapel and Golfing Green
Drive (3 blocks south of Amber Lane where the Senior
Adult Activity Center is). From 6:30 pm until 8:45 pm.
They close at 9:00 pm. We will use their Large Meeting
Room. A small kitchen will be available for us to use for
our snacks. We will also meet at the Library for July and
August. In addition, all Board of Directors meetings will
be held at the library until the beginning of September.
Directions: Enter through front door, turn left, go through
gallery, go into Large Meeting Room. ~

The Sunday Flier
July 4

Rockport, TX

SPARS

4130 STEEL

CAPSIRIPS

1\JIIIG SHEET

PLYWOOD
MIL-P-6070

STITS
FABRICS COAlNGS

MET1IIC

ADHESIVES
T-88

HARDWARD

FM APPROVED

FOAM & FIBERGLASS
POI.YURETHANE

AIRP~!'l~2 KITS

RESINS & Q.O'IH

AEROMILLER
Bruce Miller, Flight Instructor
Airplane, Glider, or Taildragger
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078
(214) 346-2831

Fourth of July Air Show
800-242-0071

July 4

SPRUCE

Altus, OK

Pride in America Airshow/
EAA Chapter 1014 Fly-in.
405-481-8833

Ada, OK

July 23

EAA Chapter 1005 Flyin/Breakfast/Airshow
404-332-6881

July 23

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP

Houston Gulf Airport

2nd Annual Spaceland Fly-in:
713-337-1862

July 28-Aug 3

Oshkosh, WI
42nd EAA Natl. Fly-in & Convention

ADDISON AIRPORT
LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS
4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781
FAX 214/407-9383

414-426-4800

AERO COUMTRY ESTATES WEST
D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A.
Family Medicine

Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites.

Aviation Medical Examiner

Restricted
Municipal Water

Office 298-617 4

222 S. Cedar Ridge

Ans. Service 521·4111

Duncanville, Texas 75116

Office Hours By Appointment

contact John Austln-1-34 7-2030

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT
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Submitting Articles
to Hangar Echoes
The editor welcomes input, photos and articles from
Chapter 168 members on topics related to sport
aviation. It is preferred that submissions be made on
floppy disk (3 1/2"). Disks can be either Macintosh or
MS-DOS based. Hard copies of any article submitted

must accompany each disk. Handwritten articles are
also welcome.
Steve Hom can be contacted during the day at
(214) 351-3571 or in the evening at (214) 350-8703.
He has his FAX machine on 24 hrs. a day at (214)
351-0763.
Those wishing to send in articles or other information for publication in Hangar. Echoes may send to:

Steve Horn Design, Inc.
2351 W. Northwest Hwy. Suite 2140
Dallas, Texas 75220

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past,
present, and future, any communication issued by
Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc:,
regardless of the form, format, and/or media used which
includes, but is not limited to Hangar Echoes and audio/
video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc., does so at
their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility
or liability is expressed or implied and you are without
recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed
herein is done so as a matter of information only and does
not constitute approval. sponsorship, involvement, control
or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh).
Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.

President

Advertising

Sam Cooper, 424-6930

Faye Troxel, 492-5530

Vice President
Richard Robbins, 270-1 263

Secretary
Boyd Goldman, 530-8068

Treasurer
Jerry Bidle, 51 7-0946

Hangar • choes

• dltor

Steve Horn, 350-8703

Board of Dlrecton
Mel Asberry, 517-5070
Don Christiansen, 298-6531
Gary Hansen, 41 6-0099
Tom Lewis, 394-1895
Monroe McDonald, 352-1564
Les Palmer, 241-4387
Jay Shear, 243-3007

Technlcal Counselon
Mel Asberry, 517-5070
OWen Bruce, 23 1-3946
Steve Marchand, 4 75-05 71
Brownie Seals, 248-4335

Chapter Traller
Tom Moe, 442-7997

Data Processing
Rance Rupp, 288-8452

Ply-Ins
Sue Whitesell, 380-5976

Ubrarlan
Ernie Ludwick. 241-1 185

Meetings
Ralph Haroldson, 358-3710

Safety Officer
Mel Asberry, 51 7-5070

Tool Custodian
ernie Ludwick. 2 4 1-1 185

Young

• agles

Geryl Mortensen, 2 50-4 7 19

